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Introduction 

The Pharmacy Guild of Australia (the Guild) is pleased to respond to the Productivity Commission’s 
Interim Report Relative Costs of Doing Business in Australia: Retail Trade Industry (the Interim 
Report) 

The Guild welcomes the inclusion of pharmacy in the Productivity Commission’s study.  The 
pharmacy channel is the largest single retail channel in Australia with in excess of 5300 outlets 
Australia-wide.  In total community pharmacies make a significant contribution to the Australian 
economy with an annual turnover of $15.31 billion.  The inclusion of pharmacy in this study is 
essential in establishing a broad understanding of the costs of doing business for the Australian retail 
industry 

Response to Key Points 

The Guild supports the Productivity Commission’s key points that conclude that the costs of doing 
business in the retail sector are inflated by unnecessary regulations, and that government progress 
to addressing this problem has been slow and patchy. 

The Interim Report key findings that the cost of labour and occupancy costs in terms of retail leasing 
contribute as the first and second highest costs to retail businesses is supported by the Guild. 

The Cost of Labour 

For the community pharmacy sector labour costs are the main expense.  As stated in the Interim 
Report, the retail sector as a whole is necessarily labour intensive.  However, this is especially so in 
the community pharmacy sector where there is a requirement to employ qualified pharmacists and 
to provide service and advice with regard to most products sold.  As such, the community pharmacy 
sector is particularly exposed to increases in labour costs. 

The Guild notes in the Interim Report that other submissions also raised concerns regarding labour 
costs, including concerns about the general level of wages in the sector as a percentage of overall 
operating expenses, the growth in wages relative to output prices, penalty rates, labour on-costs, 
the costs of negotiating enterprise bargaining agreements, and inconsistencies in the decisions of 
the Fair Work Commission.   

These legislative impacts are particularly influential on the retail industry due to the high degree of 
award reliance in the industry. Research into award reliance was recently published as part of the 
Annual Wage Review 2013-14 by the Workplace Research Centre, University of Sydney Business 
School. The research, which relied on data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, revealed that the 
retail industry is the second most award-reliant industry.   

For community pharmacy, the Pharmacy Industry Award 2010 is used to set pay by 11 per cent of 
award-reliant employing entities in the retail industry, which makes it the third most relied-upon 
modern award of the 34 modern awards used by non-public sector, award-reliant retail 
organisations.   Community pharmacy reflects the overall trend of the retail industry in that it has a 
high level of award reliance.   
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The Guild confirms that these are real concerns for community pharmacy proprietors and 
encourages sensible policy and legislative development that supports enhanced flexibility in the 
workplace relations system.  

Occupancy Costs 
 

Community pharmacy tenants represent a higher value to landlords than do other speciality 
retailers. Pharmacy provides an essential aspect of tenancy mix, producing higher foot traffic to the 
area, historically maintaining stable low risk businesses and supporting lower capitalisation rates for 
properties. By way of example, the table below shows the difference in valuation for the property 
achieved by a pharmacy tenant when compared to another speciality retailer, a newsagency. 
 

Table 1: Property Value by Sector 
 

 Newsagent 
Community 
Pharmacy 

Net Lettable Area 150m2 150m2 

Rent 75,000pa 75,000pa 

Capitalisation Rate for Property 10% 8% 

Property Value $750,000 $937,000 

Source: Lease 1 

 
Figure 3.9 in the Interim Report highlights rental expenses as a percentage of the cost of doing 
business. Pharmacy is listed as having the third lowest rent behind the ‘tyres’ and the ‘supermarkets 
and grocery stores’ sectors. The Guild disputes the figure used, believing it to be understating the 
impact of rental costs on the pharmacy sector. Our research indicates this figure should be closer to 
sixteen percent (refer Appendix 1).  However we do note that there is significant variability in 
pharmacy occupancy costs, with pharmacies in larger supermarkets in metropolitan and larger 
regional cities paying much higher per metre rents than pharmacies in other locations.  
 

The Guild continues to support the 2008 Commission recommendations for a nationally consistent 
retail lease framework to increase efficiency and reduce costs.  The Guild notes that a number of 
submissions, including the Guild’s, have been critical of the lack of progress in implementing the 
recommendations of the 2008 Report: The Market for Retail Tenancy Leases in Australia.  In its 2011 
inquiry, The Economic Structure and Performance of the Australian Retail Industry, the Commission 
found that retail tenancy legislation had not been successful in improving the adversarial nature of 
the relationship between landlords and tenants in shopping centres. It found the more extreme 
negotiating tactics could be moderated through a voluntary national code of conduct for shopping 
centre leases, as had been recommended by the Commission in 2008.  Progress towards this has 
been limited and variable across jurisdictions.  The Guild supports the Productivity Commission 
highlighting the need for Government to urgently consider recommendations from the 2008 and 
2011 reports. 
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Information Request 3.1 

The Guild notes the Commission’s request for further information on the costs of doing business 
across different categories of retailers in Australia.   

For the average community pharmacy operating expenses take up three quarters of the gross 
margin.  Labour costs are the main expense, reflecting as previously noted the requirement to 
employ qualified pharmacists and to provide service and advice with regard to most products that 
are sold.  Rent makes up the second largest cost and has increased substantially in both dollar and 
percentage terms over the last decade.   

Figures 3.7 and 3.9 in the Commission’s report indicate that employee and occupancy expenses 
comprise a significant share of the costs of doing business across retail subdivisions.  Data used in 
these figures contrast with Guild data by understating the impact of occupancy costs and overstating 
employee costs.  Guild research1 indicates Salaries and Wages make up 40.66% of operating 
expenses while Rent Paid forms 15.98%.  (See Appendix 1) 

The Commission also states in the Interim Report: 

“Some stakeholders have suggested that rents have been relatively stable in recent years 

(Large Format Retail Association, sub. 19). Colliers International (2012, p. 3) notes that in the 

decade to 2012, ratios of retailers’ rent costs to turnover had been largely stable.” (p. 50) 

Guild research2 indicates this is not the case for the community pharmacy sector.  As shown in Table 

2, average rent paid by Community Pharmacies in Australia in 2012 was nearly three times as much 

as that paid in 1999. 

Table 2: Average Rent Paid by Australian Community Pharmacies 1998-2012 

 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 

Rent paid $ 46,169 50,075 53,838 60,566 65,566 65,427 73,183 

       
 

 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011  

Rent paid $ 77,862 85,460 90,049 115,547 121,236 119,091  

Source: Guild Digest 2000-2013 

  

                                                           
1 Guild Digest 2013: A survey of independent pharmacy operations in Australia financial year 2011-12.  The 
Pharmacy Guild of Australia. Re-released 21/01/2014. 
2 Guild Digests 2000-2013. 
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Conclusion 

The community pharmacy sector forms a significant and vital part of the Australian retail industry.  
Not only does the sector provide over $15.31 billion dollars’ worth of merchandise to its customers 
from over 5,300 outlets, it is also an essential, cost-effective and highly accessible health care 
destination.   

Yet there is increasing pressure on the sector to maintain profitability and viability.  This pressure 
has been the result of a variety of factors including the impact of government reforms to the 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, a rise in rental costs, and substantial labour costs.  The community 
pharmacy sector has responded to these pressures proactively, by increasing business efficiencies 
and by becoming less reliant on traditional sources of revenue.   However the potential for 
innovation by Australian community pharmacies in broader service delivery is being stifled, in part, 
by the ever increasing costs of doing business.   

The costs of doing business in Australia are largely driven by geography, markets and commercial 
decisions.  However some costs are also heavily influenced by government actions and regulations.   
The Guild supports the Productivity Commission calling for a reduction in unnecessary regulations, 
particularly in the workplace relations system.  The Guild also supports the Productivity 
Commission’s encouragement of a more timely and efficient implementation by Government of 
recommendations of their The Market for Retail Tenancy Leases in Australia (2008) report. 
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Appendix 1: 
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